
Double Ruffle Pillow Cover 
Written by Donna Jordan for Jordan Fabrics 

Finished Size: 16 x 12” 

 

 

 

Fabric Requirements: 

Pillow Top: ½ yard (may need more to be able to center and fussy cut the motif). Cut a rectangle 

13x18” – centering the large motif if desired.   

Flange, back side and outer edge of large ruffle, backing: 1 yard  

Front side of large ruffle: ½ yard 

Inner ruffle: ½ yard  

Lining and batting: 14x18” remnants 

Pillow form: 16x12” 



Cutting Instructions: Pillow Top - cut a rectangle 13x18” – centering the large motif if desired.  Cut 3 

½” off each short side of the pillow top and set aside. 

Flange – cut 1-1 ½” WOF.  

Back side of large ruffle – cut 3-5 ¼” WOF 

Front side of large ruffle cut 3-4 ¼” WOF 

Inner ruffle cut 3-4 ½” WOF 

Back cut 1-14” WOF 

Sewing Instructions: NOTE - Be sure to watch our YouTube video tutorial for a fantastic 

demonstration of the following steps! 

 

To make the flange iron the 1 ½” strip in half along the long edge with wrong sides together. Cut to 

2-13” lengths. 

With raw edges even, use a scant ¼” seam allowance to stitch the flange pieces onto each short side 

of the pillow top.  Now lay the 3 ½” pieces that were cut and set aside earlier right on top of the 

flanges.  Use a ¼” seam allowance and stitch the side pieces on - make sure that they are oriented the 

same direction as before they were cut so that the pattern matches. Iron the seam allowances toward 

the center of the pillow. Lay the batting remnant on top of the lining and place the pillow top wrong 

side down on top of the batting. Stitch through all layers ¼” from the edges. Trim off excess batting 

so that it is the same size as the top. OPTIONAL: Quilt pillow top if desired. 

To make the ruffles, cut off all selvage and stitch all the WOF pieces along their short sides to make 

one long piece. Press seam allowances open. 

With right sides together, stitch the 5 ¾” back side of the ruffle to the 4 ¾” front side of the ruffle 

along the long edge.  Press seam allowance toward the 5 ¾” piece. Fold in half along the long edges 

with wrong sides together and iron. Fold the inner ruffle in half along the long edges with wrong 

sides together and iron. 

Place the inner ruffle on top of the front side of the outer ruffle and stitch very close to the raw edges. 

Make the ruffle by stitching ¼” away from the raw edged using your sewing machine’s shirring, 

ruffling, or gathering foot. This will be easier if you use a long stitch length, very tight tension, and 

heavy-duty thread on your machine. 

 



Starting about 3 inches from the edge of the ruffle and in the middle of the bottom side of the pillow, 

stitch the ruffle onto the pillow top about ¼ to 3/8” from edges. Pivot at the corners. Stich all 4 sides 

and stop about 5 inches from where you started. Trim off any excess ruffle and stitch short edges of 

the ruffle ends together. This is easiest if you take out the gathering stitches from the last few edges 

of both ends and then put right sides together and stitch. Put the gathering foot back on and re-

gather the ruffle. Stitch the remaining ruffle onto the pillow top. 

Take one of the backing pieces and fold selvage edge back 4 inches. Place onto pillow top about 5 

inches from one side. Place the other backing piece right side down so that its selvage edge overlaps 

the first backing piece’s selvage edge by 2”. Pin all around. Flip over and stitch right on top of or just 

inside the earlier stitching through all layers making sure that the ruffle does not get caught in your 

stitching.  

Flip right side out.  Insert the 16x12” pillow form into the cover. Enjoy!  

 

    


